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The Dräger 6810 offers similar features and accuracy as the Dräger 6510 but has ability to connect it with PC or special wireless printer (sold as
a part of the package) for printing test results directly from breathalyser. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price: 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax: £1,049.00

Sales price: £1,049.00

Ask a question about this product  

Manufacturer: Drager  

 

Description 

The Dräger Alcotest 6810 breathalyser offers similar features and accuracy as the Dräger 6510 but has ability to connect it with PC or
special wireless printer (sold as a part of the package) for printing test results directly from the breathalyser. 

 The Dräger Alcotest 6810 breathalyser offers professional users precise and quick breath alcohol analysis in a user-friendly and compact
form. The device is currently used by a large percentage of UK and Worldwide Police Forces and is a Home Office approved unit.  Easy to use
and precise measurement results can be obtained within a very short period of time. The very latest in electronics technology ensures that the
instrument is ready for use very quickly.

The shape of the mouthpiece means you will intuitively fit it correctly. An air outlet which cannot be obstructed prevents any manipulation when
the breath sample is given. A spacer on the mouthpiece prevents the test subject's lips from coming into contact with the instrument's housing,
and at the same time may be used as a mouthpiece ejector. The individually packaged mouthpieces can be attached to the instrument easily
and hygienically.

Dräger Alcotest 6810 breathalyser fits into a shirt pocket. The ergonomic design makes the instrument equally easy to use for right and left-
handed people. The separation of the grip area and the mouthpiece automatically ensures a certain distance between the hand of the operator
and the mouth of the person to be tested.

Interaction between operator and instrument takes place via the backlit display with its easily comprehensible plain text messages. A light
emitting diode with different colours and audible signals support the display.

The latest 250 measurement results with their respective test numbers are stored in the datalogger. Individual results can be called up from
the log by pressing the menu keys.
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FEATURES

High accuracy by using electrochemical sensor technology used in police breathalysers
Technologically advanced 32-bit microcontroller
Ability to connect to special wireless printer
The use of the latest technology in the world
Quick results, even at very high concentrations of alcohol
Measurement repeatability and stability during tests
Date and Time
Quick and efficient establishment mouthpiece or cap funnels
Easy to read backlit display allows for comfortable measurement reading at night
Easy of use
Long life sensor
A unique breathalyser serial number
Pneumatic delivery system for a precise dose of blown air
Casing made of high quality ABS plastic

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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